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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seven.

AN ACT
To provide for expediting Court Procedure and reducing

the Costs to Litigants.
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ection 1. If any person petitions for redress of an
alleged grievance, the party to whom the petition is
addressed shall grant a full and impartial hearing, and if

the all4 ipears well founded the prayer
it in civil actions in the courts11 be granted
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justice shall not be purchased by payment
fee ; and it shall only require one signature
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11 filed. Whoever aids in denying the right of petition, in
12 repudiation of the mandates of this section, shall be
13 punished by imprisonment in the house of correction for
14 not less than one year, or by a fine of not less than three
15 hundred dollars, or by both such imprisonment and fine ;

16 and the corporation which the delinquent official repre-
17 sents shall be liable to the petitioner for damages of not
18 less than three hundred dollars, to be collected in an
19 action of tort

Section 2. If an individual, acting in his own de-
fence, or an attorney acting as counsel for another, omits

3 a word or phrase which is in common use but not
4 material for the establishment of justice, in a declaration
5 which sets forth a legitimate cause for action, and the
6 defendant sets forth the said omission or other immaterial
7 cause for a demurrer, the presiding justice shall construe
8 the demurrer as confession that the allegations of the
9 declaration are true and dismiss the demurrer and order

10 a x'ecord of judgment for the plaintiff, with costs. But
11 if the omission is material to the establishment of justice
12 the justice shall sustain the demurrer, and dictate the
13 necessary changes in the declaration and order the case
14 to a trial of facts in its numbered order, and order the
15 plaintiff to file a new declaration, as dictated, within ten
16 days. If any justice disobeys any mandate of this sec-
-17 tion his action shall be construed as a resignation and he
18 shall be liable to the injured litigant, in an action of tort,
19 for not less than one thousand dollars.

Section 3. If the cause of action is a violation of the
2 fixed and certain requirements of the common law, and a
3 demurrer setting forth a time limit, or any other techni-
-4 cal plea to defeat a faithful execution of the said fixed
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5 requirements, the justice shall dismiss the demurrer
6 without arguments and order a record of judgment for
7 the plaintiff, under the same penalties set forth in sec
3 tion two.

originating in, the supreme judicial court, the justices
3 shall strictly conform to the bar oath, as set forth in the
4 Revised Laws, chapter one hundred and sixty-five, sec-

tion forty-two ; and in construing the laws they shall
make the common law the substantive and the statute

7 law the predicate and return judgment in accordance
8 with the common and accepted grammatical rules for the
9 interpretation of language and they shall not, in any

10 case, read personal interests, or class prejudice, into the
11 common law and return judgment adverse to equality and
12 justice. And ifany person files a complaint setting forth
13 that any decision which has been reported by the supreme
14 court, in any case, is in repudiation of the fixed and

3 common law, and petitions
n of the alleged errors, the

15 certain requirements of t
16 for a review and correcti

granted and all errors shall
lates any mandate of this

17 petitioner’s prayer shall I
18 be rectified. Whoever ’ thisWhoever vi
19 section shall be guilty of perjury and be punished as
20 provided in the Revised Laws, chapter two hundred and
21 ten, section one, and be liable to the petitioner for dam-
-22 ages, in an action of tort, for not less than one thousand

liars
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1 Section 4. In an action appealed to, or in an action
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